INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Let G = G(n, p) denote the random graph with n vertices and edge probability p. Let GRA denote the first order theory of graphs, as described at the end of this section. For any p E [0, 1] and any statement A in GRA set
f(n, p, A) = Pr[G(n, p) has A].
Fagin [6] and, independently, Glebskii et al. [7] proved that for all p, A , lim f(n, p, A) = 0 or 1.
n-+oo
For random graph theorists (see, e.g., Bollobas [1] for general reference) p "any constant" is not the only, not even the most interesting case. Rather, they consider p = p(n), a function approaching zero. In their seminal paper, ErdOs and Renyi [5] showed that for many interesting A there is a function p(n), which they called a threshold function, so that if r(n) « p(n) then f(n, r(n), A) ~ 0 while if p(n) «r(n) then f(n, r(n), A) ~ 1. (Notation: p« r means limplr = O. All limits are as n approaches infinity.) Let us say p = p(n) satisfies the Zero-One Law if for all A in GRA, limf(n, p, A) = 0 or 1. We shall partially characterize those p = p(n) which satisfy the Zero-One Law.
When p < n-l+o(l) , the "very sparse" range, we give in §2 a nearly complete answer. The functions n-2 , n-I -I / k , n-I , and n-Ilogn are all known threshold functions. In this range the Zero-One Law holds as long as p falls "between the cracks" of the spectrum of threshold functions. For completeness we mention that Fagin's proof actually gives that if p:» n -6 for all e > 0 then p satisfies the Zero-One Law.
It had been conjectured by the second author that if p(n) were reasonably smooth then lim f(n, p, A) would exist. In §3 we give the following counterexample to that conjecture.
Theorem 2.
There is a statement A so that for any p = n-I / 7 ql/7 with n -I/log o n < q < log n/ logs n the function f(n, p, A) does not approach a limit in n. Moreover, if we restrict n to satisfy log* n == 25 mod 100 then f( n , p , A) -+ 1 whereas if we restrict n to satisfy log * n == 75 mod 100 then
f(n,p,A)-+O.
Here logs n = log log log log log n and log * n is the least k so that the sequence U o = n, U i + 1 = logu i has Uk < 2 where, for convenience, we assume all logs are to base two.
The statement A will be (theoretically) explicitly given; it allows us to essentially interpret a segment of arithmetic on an appropriate intersection of neighborhoods. The exponent -1/7 and the expression logs n are conveniences; for any rational r, 0 < r < 1 , we may find an A so that for p appropriately near n -f f( n , p , A) does not approach a limit in n.
In §4 we prove Theorem 6. If 0: is irrational then p = n -Q satisfies the Zero-One Law.
In the final section we take a dynamic view and examine the behavior of Pr [A] as p evolves from 0 to 1 through the functions of n. We define a spectrum Spec(A) , giving those spots where Pr [A] changes, and give a partial characterization of the possible spectra of first order statements.
The first order theory of graphs, GRA, consists of two binary predicates, equality and adjacency, with adjacency assumed symmetric and anti reflexive. The formulae of GRA are built up from atomic formulae of type either Xi = Xj or Xi""" x j ' where,...., denotes adjacency, using the logical connectives /\ (and), V (or), -, (not), -+ (implies) and also the quantifiers :3 (there is), V (for all). Here the Xi are interpreted as the vertices of the underlying graph ("the universe") so quantifiers may be read "there is a vertex Xi such that" and "for every vertex Xi there holds." Formulae in which all occurring variables are bounded by quantifiers are called closed formulae or sentences. One method, the method we employ, to prove results on formulae is by induction along the way it is built up. By propositional calculus every formula is equivalent to another built just by using . . . . " V, and 3.
GRA is our framework throughout this paper. In GRA we can make statements such as •• G contains a triangle" or •• G has no isolated points." Other statements, such as .. G is planar" or •• G is Hamiltonian," cannot be made in this language. This restriction may appear artificial to many graph theorists who feel that appropriate Zero-One Laws hold for a much wider class of "natural" graph-theoretic statements. There are logical pitfalls. Kaufmann and Shelah [9] have shown that even Fagin's Theorem does not hold in monadic second order logic. It would be interesting to find a logical structure stronger than GRA in which, for example, the statements above could be made and for which analogs to Fagin's Theorem and our results could be proven.
VERY SPARSE GRAPHS
Here we prove Theorem 1, which is really five theorems. The plan, due to Fagin, is identical in all cases. If we can find a family s1' of statements in GRA such that Case 1. p« n -2 • s1' consists of the single statement "There are no edges."
For each tree T on at most k points (including the tree on one vertex) and each r let AT ,r be the statement •• G has (at least) r components T." Let B be the statement •• G does not contain k + 1 points whose internal edges contain a tree." Let C be the statement •• G has no cycles of size at most k." Let .Xi' be all of the above statements. A countable model G must then consist precisely of a countable number of copies of every tree T of size at most k and (iii) is satisfied.
In the remaining cases we cannot show (iii) but rather (iv) all countable models of .Xi' are elementarily equivalent. Proof of (iv) in the cases below can be given in various ways, see, e.g., Marcus [8] , particularly Lemma 2.1. Remark. N. Pippenger (San Jose) has noted that the case p = 6(n-l lnn) contains a doubly infinite sequence of "tight" threshold functions. Let !T be the class of functions We use a number of auxiliary predicates to define A, some of which depend on x I ' .
•. ,y 6' All variables are distinct unless otherwise stated. Expression of ARITH in GRA is an elementary exercise in logic. We want to say that N is the largest such set over all X I ' . 
This defines the statement A.
We now proceed to properties of random graphs. For any G set
and let H 7 be the 7 -graph
For every vertex x let Hx denote the 6-graph 
The choice of logs n above is not "best possible" but simply a function that grows much slower than 10g5 n. (The case q = 1 already contains the basic argument.)
Claim.
We outline the arguments which use only standard random graph methods.
For T, H, x as above let A(T, H, x) be the event Hx(t) = H and let A(T, H) be the event that for no x, A(T, H, x) holds. Fix T, H. Our object, toward the first claim, is to bound Pr[A(T, H)] from above. Call G NICE if
INxl < 10np logn::; log n for all
For fixed X, INxl has binomial distribution B(n -6, p6) and B(n -7, p7) respectively. The classic Chernoff [3] bounds on the tail of the binomial distribution give that the probability of the above conditions failing goes rapidly to zero, even when mUltiplied by the (6 or (7 possible X. We use only
and we bound
Pr[A(T, H)] = o(n -log 7 n) + Pr[A(t, H)IG NICE].
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We shall show
It suffices to show (*) conditional on G NICE. We further condition on any particular values for N(x), x E T. Let R denote the union of all N x over all
so that, by NICEness, R has at most m log3 n < log4 n elements. (iii) If Xc T, IXI = 6, and
Here we see the asymmetry between q > 1 and q < 1 . Set
As R and the N~ are mutually disjoint the above events are mutually independent and
Pr[A (T,H,x)]>(I-o(I))a >a.
with e = a . Now (*) follows immediately from the bounds on q. There are fewer than n 10gs n possible T, H. The probability that UNIV does not hold is at most n 10gs n n -log7 n = 0 ( 1) , giving the first claim. An overview of the above argument may be useful. Essentially H 7 behaves as a random 6-graph with edge probability (1 -p7)1l "-' e-q • With e-q < ~, is not too small. There are nearly n potential x and the Hx are independent so UNIV fails with probability at most (1 -e)n , which is very small. SIZE is easier. Fix n -0.1 disjoint sets Xj of size 7 and let A j be the event that N X; has precisely t elements. Let B be the event that there are no edges on UXj so
Conditioning on B, IN X; I has binomial distribution B (n -7 n 0.1 , P 7 ) and so (ii) If log* n == 75 mod 100 then G does not satisfy A.
As almost all G have properties UNIV and SIZE this will conclude the proof of Theorem 2. 
IRRATIONAL EXPONENT
In this section we prove that p = n -a, a irrational, satisfies the Zero-One Law. Throughout this section a is a fixed irrational, 0 < a < 1, p = n -a and G is the random graph G (n • p). An event occurs almost always-abbreviated a.a .-if its probability approaches unity in n. We let HI 
Proof. Ifnot, e'lv'>elv and (H,H,) as type (e-e')/(v-v') <elv and so is sparse. (B I) gives H* E [H , H,) with (H*, H,) safe, contradicting definition of hinged.
(D) If (Ho' H,) is dense and X n H, = 0 then (Ho U X, HI U X) is dense.
Proof. Let (Ho' H,) have type (v, e). Then (HoUX, HI UX) has type (v, e')
where, as every edge counted in (Ho' HI) is still counted in (Ho U X ,HI U X) , e :5 e' .
(E) If (Ho' H) and (H, H,) are rigid then (Ho' HI) is rigid.

Proof. Let H* E [Ho,H I ). As (Ho,H I ) is rigid (H n H* ,H) is dense so (H*, H U H*) is dense, applying (D) with X = H* -H . As (H, HI) is rigid, (H U H*, HI) is dense. By (A2), (H*, H) is dense. (F) If (Ho' HI) is hinged and HE (Ho' HI) then (H, HI) is rigid.
Proof. If not, (H', HI) is sparse for some H' E [H, H,). By (B), (H", H,) is safe for some H" E [H, HI)' contradicting the definition of hinged. (G) If (Ho,H I ) is rigid and XnH I = 0 then (HoUX,HI UX) is rigid.
Proof. Let H* E (Ho U X, H, U X]. As (Ho' HI) is rigid, (H* -X, HI) is dense, so, by (D), (H*, HI U X) is dense.
(H) Let n be an arbitrary graph, Ho a subset of the vertex set of n. Let
Proof. Assume s = 2. As (Ho' H 2 ) is rigid, (H) nH 2 , H 2 ) is rigid so, applying (G) with X = H) -H2' (H), H) UH 2 ) is rigid. As (Ho' H)) is rigid, (E) implies
For s > 2 we use induction.
Given (Ho,H) ) we define the I-closure cl, (Ho;H) 
Proof. Immediate from (H). (J) Suppose Ho c H), y E H) -Ho and (Ho U {y}, H)) is rigid. Set
H = clIHI-Hol (Ho; H)) . Assume y ¢. H. Then (H, H)) is safe.
Proof. If not (H, H') is dense for some H' E (H, Hd. By (B2) (H, H") is rigid for some H" E (H, H']. By (I) (Ho' H) is rigid so by (E) (Ho' H") is
rigid which, by definition of closure, would force H" c H , a contradiction. (Ho,H) ) be a rooted graph and f: Ho -+ G an injection. We say g: H) -+ G is a set-extension if (i) x E Ho ::::;. g(x) = f{x) .
Definition. Let
We say g is an extension if, in addition, (ii) {x, y} E E(H)) , y ¢. Ho::::;' {g(x) , g(y)} E E(G).
We say g is contained in B (equivalently,
Remark. For technical reasons we do not require f to map edges into edges. ' H) ) is the number of extensions g. (Ho' H) ) is safe, (Ho' H) ) is safe a fortiori. Each f: Ho -+ G can be extended to g: H -+ G in N (f , Ho ,H) ways and thence to h: H) -+ G in N (g , H, H) 
Definition. N (f , Ho
Proof. If (Ho' H)) is not hinged let H E (Ho' H)) so that (H, H)) is safe. As
We want Pr[X = 0] <! for which we calculate the second moment.
Here u is the number of pairs which are images of 
Proof. Split C into kIf log n disjoint B j of size m given by Lemma I. For (f, C) to be bad all (f, B j ) must be bad. But the events" f( , B j ) bad" involving disjoint edge sets are mutually independent, so which can be made smaller than any power of n. The upper bound to Theorem 3 also requires some preliminary lemmas. Two extensions gl' g2 of I on (Ho' HI) are called disjoint if There are less than n C (~t / s! pairs consisting of an I: Ho -+ G and a set {gl' ... ,gs} of disjoint set-extensions of I. The probability that all gj are extensions is, as before, pes. Thus the probability of I, {gl' ... ,gs} existing is at most
completing the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 5. For all r, I there is a K so that a.a. I el,( Go) I ::; K for all Go C G, IGol ::; r.
Proof. There are a bounded (Lemma 4) number of extensions for each rigid 
for all Go c G, IGol::; r.
Proof. Set I=K+/I where lel'2(G o )I::
we shall mean the graph on el,( {XI' ... ,x,}) with points XI' ... ' x, specified. We say (XI' ... is a.a. bounded. Each one can be considered as a graph HI with specified vertices hI' ... ,h, such that HI = el,( {hI' ... ,h,}; HI). Now we are ready to deal with first order sentences. Let ¢(XI' ... ,x,) , as customary, denote a formula in GRA with free variables XI' ... ,x, . (* * *)
Example. Let t +!k < Q < t + !(k -1) and set 
THRESHOLD SPECTRA
The analysis of §4 was essentially static. Now consider A fixed and consider the property A over the "evolution" of the random graph. We would like to describe this evolution in terms of a spectrum of threshold functions, though the results of §3 force us to use some care.
Call a > 0 a point of continuity if there is an e > 0 and 0 E {O, I} so that if n-a -e < p < n-aH then Limf(n,p,A) = o. Otherwise, call a an evolutionary discontinuity and define the threshold spectrum Spec(A) as the set of such a. From the methods of §4 it follows that all irrational a are points of continuity and that Spec (A) is a closed nowhere dense set of rational numbers. Many interesting A analyzed by Erd6s, Renyi, and others have threshold spectrum consisting of a single point. For monotone A, not necessarily in GRA, the existence of a threshold function is shown by Bollobas and Thomason [2] to follow from purely combinatorial argument. The analysis concluding §3 shows that Spec (A) may have a limit point.
A set of real numbers S is called scattered if it is closed and the sequence S = So' SI ' ... , with Sj+1 the set of limit points of Sj , has Sm = 0 for some m.
We outline the argument, which requires proving Theorem 6 in a manner uniform on a. The example following the statement of Theorem 4 illustrates that the I of Theorem 4 need not be bounded uniformly in a. The essential induction of Theorem 4 becomes the following. As .s;1' is a finite set and we can do this for all (Ho' HI) E .s;1' , there is an [* , ~* so that with n-B < p < n-A a .a.
(3y) cl,(x, y) E.s;1' ¢:} cl,_ (x) E ~ and so we may set Scat(¢) = S4.
S is precisely the set of accumulation points of S4 so S4 is scattered by induction, completing Lemma 7.
Now let A be a closed sentence of GRA and let S = Scat(A) be given by 
